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coals and what were the charges accruing thereon ; and that
great difficulties would arise in settling the price (as retailers
cannot be compelled to answer on oath)  in cases where
several parcels of coal have been bought at different times
and prices and heaped together ; and that no penalty is laid
on persons selling at a higher rate than what is settled by the
justices, nor any directions given to publish the price ;  and
when the price is settled, if the retailer refuses to comply
with it, the provision made for entrance into his wharf or
house by force is so worded that they cannot think it safe,
either for themselves or officers, to execute what is required
of them ".   And even if retailers were brought under control
it would be impossible to reduce prices so long as it lay " in
the power of any set of men by combinations or any other
artifices to fix what price they please on coals in the Pool or
at the pits ".    It was mentioned that retailers now sold their
coal for 723. the chaldron, " since they have been obliged to
pay 505, in the Poolla, 133. for carriage, and other charges for
inetage, wharfage and loading amounting to 2s. 8d. more,
besides the second charges they are at in re-delivering them
to their customers " x.    In spite of the practical difficulties
of administering the Act of 1665, Parliament in 1744 ex-
tended its operation.    Hitherto confined to those districts
which consumed Thames-borne coal, it was now applied to
all counties and places where coal, brought by sea, was
offered for sale 2.   Over forty years later the legislature was
still seeking to prevent the exploitation of the consumer ; and
in 1788 it prohibited associations of coal merchants number-
ing more than five persons in order that the trade might
remain * free and open * s.
The series of experiments in price regulation, whose
history we have related, extended over two centuries. They
are worth attention as furnishing the most conspicuous
example of the age-long conflict between producers and con-
10 I.e. fhe wholesale price per London chaldron in the Coal Exchange:
supra, p. 138.
1 House of Commons Journals, xxiii. 465. In 1730 -witnesses stated
before a parliamentary committee that coal brought to London could not
be sold for less than 255. or 263. per chaldron ' to answer insurance and
interest', and if the shipper were ' to get a living profit': ibid. xxi. 372,516.
1 Statutes at Large, vi. 251.	* Ibid. xi. 511.

